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Abstract—This paper proposes an adaptive slot allocation
mechanism to improve the performance of Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) in DOCSIS-based hybrid fiber coaxial (HFC)
networks. The proposed mechanism is comprised of two parts:
fast request transmission (FRT) and long packet deferment
(LPD). FRT is designed to handle one-way TCP transfers, while
LDP targets two-way transfers. Here “one-way transfers” means
all active cable modems perform downloading; while “two-way
transfers” indicates some perform downloading and some perform
uploading. We analyze the proposed mechanism and conduct sim-
ulations using network simulator ns-2 to evaluate the performance
of our mechanism. The results show that the proposed mecha-
nism has better performance in terms of aggregate downstream
throughput, access delay, and required buffer size, as compared to
the original control mechanism of DOCSIS.

Index Terms—Asymmetric network, DOCSIS, HFC, slot alloca-
tion, TCP.

I. INTRODUCTION

CABLE TV networks are a promising solution of pro-
viding broadband access to the home. Cable operators

are upgrading their cable plants into two-way hybrid fiber
coax (HFC) networks. The Data-Over-Cable Service Inter-
face Specifications (DOCSIS) [1] by the Multimedia Cable
Network System Partners (MCNS), and IEEE 802.14 [2] are
major standards developed to enable data communication over
HFC networks and to ensure the interoperability of conforming
products built by different vendors. HFC access networks allow
data to be transported at a rate of tens of megabits per second,
thereby offering several hundredfold increase in access rate
compared to conventional dial-up modems.

An HFC network has a tree-and-branch network topology.
Each branch is comprised of a downstream channel and an
upstream channel. The downstream channel is a point-to-mul-
tipoint, broadcast channel, while the upstream channel is a
multipoint-to-point, bus channel. The only transmitter on the
downstream channel is the Cable Modem Termination System
(CMTS) at the Head End, and all the cable modems (CMs) con-
nected to the channel are receivers. For the upstream channel,
all the CMs are the transmitters and the CMTS is the only
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receiver. CMs in HFC cannot detect transmission collisions on
the upstream channel as in the Ethernet. To arbitrate random
access to the upstream channel, a contention-based reservation
control mechanism plus a truncated binary exponential backoff
scheme are used. The capacities of downstream and upstream
channels in HFC networks are asymmetric. Typically, the
downstream bandwidth is about 30 Mbps, while the upstream
bandwidth is about 3 Mbps.

In this paper, we focus only on MCNS’s DOCSIS. DOCSIS
specifies the physical layer modulation and the MAC layer op-
eration for HFC networks. In DOCSIS, the upstream channel
is modeled as a stream of minislots, the use of which is con-
trolled by the CMTS. To send packets on the upstream channel,
each CM needs to request a slot, and waits for a reply of slot
allocation from the CMTS. The CMTS periodically transmits
downstream management messages called upstream bandwidth
allocation (denoted as MAP), which defines how the upstream
bandwidth is allocated in a transmission cycle (i.e., frame). Each
MAP contains a variable number of information elements (IEs),
each of which defines a range of minislots to be used. The
number of IEs, and the corresponding minislots, varies from
MAP to MAP. At the maximum, a MAP is bounded by 240 IEs.
At the minimum, a MAP must contain two IEs: a Request IE
and a Null IE. Typically, each MAP contains a Request IE, some
Data Grant IEs, and a Null IE. The Request IE defines the re-
quest contention period for the next transmission cycle, the Data
Grant IE defines data periods for CMs to transmit packets, and
the Null IE terminates the assignment list. In DOCSIS, multiple
outstanding MAPs are allowed, but the total number of minis-
lots accounting for all MAPs is limited to 4096. Each time a
new request arrives at the CMTS, it is queued. When it comes
time to generate a new MAP for the next transmission cycle,
the CMTS will process and grant the requests in the queue on a
FCFS manner until the limits of minislots and IEs are reached.
Each CM can have one or more 14-bit Service Identification
(SID) and a 48-bit address, but at most one outstanding request
for each SID at a time. In DOCSIS, the bandwidth allocation and
transmission scheduling schemes are left open to vendors. Typi-
cally, the CMTS employs simple first-come-first-served (FCFS)
scheduling to process requests.

The design issues of HFC networks have been widely studied
for years. An efficient MAC layer scheduling and allocation
algorithm is designed in [3]–[6] for the upstream channel of
HFC networks. The performance of HFC networks is evalu-
ated in [7]–[9]. The flow control mechanism of TCP is tuned in
[10]–[13] to improve the performance of TCP over asymmetric
networks. The performance of TCP in HFC networks is investi-
gated in [14]–[17].
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In this paper, a new adaptive slot allocation mechanism is pro-
posed to improve the performance of TCP in HFC networks.
Our mechanism is comprised of two parts: fast request transmis-
sion (FRT) and long packet deferment (LPD). FRT is designed
to handle one-way TCP transfers (i.e., data packets downstream
and ACK packets upstream), while LPD targets two-way trans-
fers (i.e., both data and ACK packets can go in either direction).
We analyze the proposed mechanism and conduct simulations
using network simulator ns-2 [18] to evaluate the performance
of our mechanism.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
analyzes the performance of TCP over DOCSIS. Section III
presents the proposed adaptive slot allocation mechanism to
improve the performance of TCP over DOCSIS-based HFC
networks. Section IV shows the simulation results to compare
the original DOCSIS’s MAC layer control mechanism with
our mechanism. Finally, the concluding remark is included in
Section V.

II. PERFORMANCE OF TCP OVER DOCSIS

Asymmetric networks, such as HFC and xDSL, are defined
as networks with different channel capacities in the downstream
and upstream directions. The main effect of bandwidth asym-
metry on the performance of TCP is that TCP ACK clocking
may be disrupted. To better understand the behavior of TCP in
asymmetric networks, an asymmetry ratio is defined as the ratio
of the capacity of the system to send data to the capacity of the
system to send the corresponding ACK. When the asymmetry
ratio is smaller than or equal to one, TCP operates in a sym-
metric network and behaves normally (i.e., small backlog at the
CM and high aggregate throughput). When the ratio is larger
than one, ACK packets arrive at the bottleneck link in the re-
verse direction at a rate faster than the bottleneck link can sup-
port. As a result, the sender clocks out data at a slower rate and
slows down the growth of the congestion window, which in turn
lowers the throughput in the downstream direction.

In [19], the asymmetry ratio for DOCSIS-based HFC net-
works is expressed as follows, considering the MAC layer op-
eration of DOCSIS v1.1, i.e.,

for one - way transfers
for two - way transfers.

(1)

where is a parameter of the delayed ACK policy (i.e., sending
one ACK packet to acknowledge the receipt of data packets),

is defined as the average time between sending two con-
secutive packets in the CM buffer, is the number of si-
multaneous TCP downloading, and is the number of
simultaneous TCP uploading.

In DOCSIS, the upstream channel is modeled as a stream of
minislots. A transmission starts only in the beginning of any
minislot. Let be the number of minislots used to transmit
one ACK packet upstream. Given , , and , we can

derive the number of minislots used to transmit an ACK packet
as

(2)

where is the size of an ACK packet, is time period
defined as one minislot on the upstream channel, and
is the upstream channel capacity. Similarly, we can derive
the number of minislots used to transmit a data packet as

, where is the size of a
data packet.

A MAP describes how the upstream bandwidth is allocated
to CMs in a transmission cycle, and should be received by all
CMs before its effective time. Each MAP may be transmitted
before some requests, especially piggybacked ones, have ar-
rived and been processed at the CMTS. The late requests are
deemed pending in the current transmission cycle and become
backlogged requests in the next cycle.These pending requests
plus new requests which arrive at the CMTS during the next
transmission cycle will wait to be granted in the next MAP. Let

be the time difference between when a MAP is trans-
mitted and when it goes into effect. Therefore, the maximum
number of pending requests, , (i.e., those who have ar-
rived at the CMTS during a .) can be expressed as

(3)

Let denote the average time between sending two con-
secutive packets in the buffer of the CM. We calculate the two
bounds of for downstream transfers in the following two
cases.

1) When , is bounded by

(4)

where is the number of minislots allocated to the con-
tention period.

2) When , is bounded by

(5)

Substituting (4) and (5) into (1), we can derive the two bounds
of for the two cases accordingly.

III. ADAPTIVE SLOT ALLOCATION MECHANISM FOR DOCSIS

In this section, we describe the proposed mechanism for
DOCSIS-based CATV networks. Our mechanism is comprised
of two parts: FRT and LPD. FRT is designed to handle one-way
TCP transfers, while LPD targets two-way transfers. In the
following, we first describe FRT, and then LPD. We then
present an integrated mechanism of FRT and LPD to conclude
this section.
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Fig. 1. FRT mechanism. (a) Basic mechanism (b) FRT operation.

A. Fast Request Transmission

From the analysis in Section II, we learn that asymmetry ratio
is high when the number of simultaneous transfers is small.
This phenomenon is mainly due to the control mechanism of
DOCSIS. In DOCSIS, a MAP is sent before all requests have
arrived at the CMTS. As shown in [19], each CM can obtain
only one data grant in every other transmission cycle when the
number of active CMs is small. This results in low bandwidth
utilization on the upstream channel. One way to improve the
utilization is to shorten the contention period. However, it is
hard to accurately predict the exact length of the contention pe-
riod. The number of simultaneous transfers varies from time to
time. If the contention period is set too short, many collisions
among requests may occur, resulting in very long and unstable
access delay. It is also a challenge to balance between band-
width efficiency and access delay if an adaptive contention pe-
riod is used. To solve this problem, we propose a new mecha-
nism called “Fast Request Transmission” to keep access delay
short and bandwidth efficiency high while having a fixed con-
tention period.

A CM learns when to send a packet in the buffer from pe-
riodic MAPs. The CM then waits until its turn, when a packet
will be transmitted and piggybacked a request in the header if
necessary. According to the analytical results in [19], some pig-
gybacked requests may not be granted in the next MAP. If we
skip the piggyback mechanism and force the requests to go to
the contention period directly, the requests might arrive at the
CMTS earlier, but at the expense of a higher collision proba-
bility. In the following, we demonstrate how FRT preserves the
advantage of piggybacked requests while having higher band-
width utilization.

1) FRT Operation: The FRT mechanism should be sup-
ported by both the CMTS and CMs, and needs a minor
modification to the operation of the original DOCSIS control
mechanism. It works as follows (as shown in Fig. 1).

a) CMTS operation: The CMTS knows the difference be-
tween the transmission time and the effective time of a MAP.
Thus, before a MAP is sent, the CMTS knows which data grants’
piggybacked requests cannot arrive before the departure time of
the next MAP. Let the number of these “late” data grants be , a
value less than or equal to . The CMTS reserves min-
islots at the front of the contention period and describes them by
using unicast request IEs to each SID. The contention period is
reduced by minislots instead of adding more minislots. This

avoids reserving too many minislots for requests, thus reducing
the bandwidth available for data transmission.

b) CM operation: In DOCSIS, there are three ways for a
CM to send a request, as follows. It first considers piggybacking
the request on the Data Grant IE assigned in a newly received
MAP, then it may send an unicast REQ IE, and finally, it may
send a contention broadcast REQ IE. In our mechanism, a CM
also tries to piggyback the request on the Data Grant IE first.
If its data grant is in the backend of the MAP and the effective
time of the MAP has not yet started, the CM goes to the second
choice directly, which is the unicast request IE. If neither case
applies, the CM will use the multicast/broadcast request IE to
send the request via contention.

Note that when the CM finds its data grant placed in the
backend of the MAP, and the new transmission cycle has not yet
started, it puts the “piggybacked” request in the reserved min-
islot in the frontend of the MAP. However, if there currently are
no packets waiting in the buffer, but after a while, a new packet
comes before the start time of its data grant, but after the start
of the reserved minislot, the CM just sends the request via pig-
gyback as in the original DOCSIS.

2) Analysis of FRT: In our mechanism, the CMTS can
successfully receive most of the piggybacked requests before
sending the next MAP. A CM with nonzero upstream buffer
gets a data grant in every MAP. Thus, no matter how many
simultaneous transfers there are, the upstream user service time
is given by

(6)

The average total number of minislots in a MAP frame is

(7)

Substituting (6) into (1), we can obtain the asymmetry ratio
for FRT as

(8)

Comparing (8) with (4) and (5) in [19], we learn that is smaller
for the FRT mechanism when is a small fixed value. A
smaller renders higher throughput and lower round trip delay
for a connection [19]. Therefore, our mechanism has higher
throughput and shorter TCP round trip delay, thanks to shorter

. Furthermore, a smaller can make the value of go down
to one earlier as the number of simultaneous transfers increases.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED

Thus, the system can enter the symmetric situation earlier, at
which time the TCP round trip delay will reach the minimum.

3) Numerical Examples and Discussion: Table I lists the pa-
rameters used to evaluate the performance of FRT and the orig-
inal DOCSIS mechanism based on the analytical results pre-
sented in previous sections. and denote TCP and
ACK packet sizes, respectively. Each packet includes a payload
(i.e., 1000 bytes and 40 bytes for data and ACK packets, re-
spectively), an Ethernet header (18 bytes) and a DOCSIS header
(6 bytes). Using the values listed in Table I, we obtain
as 5 (minislots) and as 8.

We first look at the original DOCSIS mechanism. Fig. 2
shows that decreases as the number of simultaneous transfers
increases. Asymmetry ratio exceeds one when the number
of simultaneous transfers is less than 13; otherwise, is less
than or equal to one. This implies the performance of TCP
becomes worse when the number of simultaneous transfers is
small. In the extreme case, if there is only one TCP transfer,
asymmetry ratio reaches its maximum and CMs have the
worst performance. Fig. 3 shows the TCP round trip delay as
a function of the number of simultaneous transfers. It can be
observed that the asymmetry ratio has significant impact on
TCP round trip delay. When , the round trip delay is of
the order of 100 ms, and when , the round trip delay
is of the order of 10 ms. The linear growth of the curve for

results from more minislots being allocated in a MAP.
The curve stays flat for , invariant with the number of
simultaneous transfers.

We now examine the FRT mechanism. Fig. 2 shows that the
asymmetry ratio falls below one when the number of simul-
taneous transfers is larger than six. The asymmetry boundary
has been shifted from 13 to six as compared to the original
mechanism. Fig. 3 shows the advantage of moving the asym-
metry boundary forward on TCP round trip time. As mentioned
in the previous section, each time a packet is sent upstream, a
CM waits for an access delay. If is larger than one, the up-
stream buffer will be filled with ACKs rapidly and incur ex-
tremely long access delay, resulting in long round trip time.
In FRT, TCP transfers can achieve minimum delay when the
number of simultaneous transfers exceeds six, instead of 13.
Meanwhile, round trip time determines the growth of the TCP
sender’s congestion window, which in turn determines down-
stream throughput. The longer the round trip time, the lower

Fig. 2. Asymmetry ratio for one-way transfers.

Fig. 3. Round trip delay for one-way transfers.

the throughput. Thus, our mechanism has significant improve-
ment on the downstream throughput. This will be demonstrated
in Section IV.

B. Long Packet Deferment

In DOCSIS, the CMTS allocates at most one data grant to
each CM in a MAP, irrespective of the number of minislots re-
quested. The design philosophy behind “one-CM-one-Data-IE”
in a MAP is to fairly share the channel bandwidth, i.e., no one
will monopolize all of the bandwidth in a transmission cycle.
Such fairness, however, holds only for one-way TCP transfers.
With two-way TCP transfers, both data and ACK packets can
be transmitted upstream. Typically, TCP packets are ten times
larger than ACK packets. Thus, they need different sizes of data
grants to be allocated by the CMTS. With two-way transfers,
the upstream TCP traffic (i.e., long data packets) might throttle
the downstream traffic (i.e., short ACK packets). The reasons
are described as follows.

1) Allowing data packets (i.e., long packets) going upstream
may cause high asymmetry ratios to downloading CMs,
and thus, long round trip time to ACK packets (i.e., short
packets). Long round trip delay in turn reduces the growth
rate of the downloading CM’s congestion window. This is
because the congestion window of the TCP sender grows
at a rate inversely proportional to average round trip delay.

2) The “one-CM-one-Data-IE” allocation of DOCSIS leads
to the same round trip delay for packets of both upstream
and downstream transfers. As a consequence, the con-
gestion windows of TCP senders in both transfer direc-
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tions grow at approximately the same rate. This results
in low bandwidth utilization on the downstream channel
because the downstream channel typically has far higher
capacity than the upstream one. If the TCP senders of both
transfer directions grow their congestion windows at the
same rate, the bandwidth on the downstream channel will
be underutilized.

In summary, DOCSIS treats TCP data packets in the same
way as ACK packets on the upstream channel. Each CM is al-
lowed to send at most one data grant in every transmission cycle
irrespective of the frame size. This causes the same round trip
delays for packets of both downstream and upstream transfers,
and results in poor bandwidth utilization on the downstream
channel. To solve this problem, we propose LPD, which treats
long packets (data packets) differently from short packets (ACK
packets) on the upstream channel. The design goal of the LPD
mechanism is to reduce the sending rates of long packets and
increase those of short packets, in an attempt to achieve true
fairness in resource sharing. Consequently, we can shorten the
round trip delay of downstream TCP transfers without seriously
degrading the performance of upstream TCP transfers. Note that
the LPD mechanism is designed to operate at the CMTS only.
No modification is required to CMs.

1) LPD Fundamentals: Here we assume all data packets are
of fixed size, and will extend the discussion to packets with
variable size in Section III-B3. All we need to do is distin-
guish between two types of requests (i.e., for long and short
data grants). Let be the threshold to determine the type of a
request, where . Intuitively, if the data
grant size requested exceeds the threshold , the request should
be deferred a few more steps (i.e., transmission cycles) before
being granted. Let be the number of transmission cycles a
long packet should be deferred (called “deferment step” in the
rest of the paper). Each downloading CM (i.e., those transfer-
ring short ACK packets) can get a data grant in every MAP, but
each uploading CM (those transferring long data packets) can
only get one data grant in every MAPs.

Suppose that the CMTS have two types of queues to store re-
quests: a long job queue and a short job queue. Upon receipt
of a new request, the CMTS processes the request as follows.
If the data grant size of a request is larger than , the CMTS
initializes the request’s deferment step to and puts it into
the long job queue; otherwise, the number of deferment steps is
set to one and the request is put into the short job queue. Later
when it comes to the transmission time of the next MAP, the
CMTS will start processing requests from the short job queue,
followed by the long job queue, all on a first-come-first-served
basis. The CMTS allocates data grants only to those requests
with a number of deferred steps less than or equal to one, and
removes the allocated requests from the respective queues. For
those with larger-than-one deferment steps, the CMTS decre-
ments the values of their deferment steps, issues data pending
IEs for them in the MAP, and puts them back into the queues.
This process continues until the limitation of a MAP is reached
(2048 minislots and 240 IEs), when the CMTS will stop allo-
cating data grants and decrementing the deferment steps. It will
then start issuing each of the remaining eligible requests (i.e.,
those with a “less than or equal to one” deferment step) a Data

Pending IE in the MAP because the CMs should be notified that
their requests are pending, not lost.

2) Analysis of the LPD Mechanism: The LPD mechanism
makes downloading CMs experience different round trip delays
from uploading CMs. The ratio of the upstream packet sending
rates of these two types of CMs is . In addition, LPD
forces the CMTS to place long data grants in the backend of
each MAP because it always starts allocation from the short job
queue. Thus, the LPD mechanism keeps the asymmetry ratio
and TCP round trip delay at the lower bound [of (4) or (5)] when
there is any long data grant allocated in a MAP.

a) Asymmetry ratio: The LPD mechanism causes dif-
ferent round trip delays to downstream and upstream TCP
transfers. We derive the upstream user service times for both
downloading and uploading CMs as follows.

1) For downloading CMs (i.e., ACK packet),

(9)
Since the number of minislots for a long data grant (for
TCP packet) is much larger than the number of minis-
lots for a short data grant (for ACK packet),

and . Comparing (9) with (4) and (5),
we see that the upstream user service time of downloading
CMs is significantly reduced.

2) For uploading CMs (i.e., data packet),

(10)
Comparing (10) with (4) and (5), we see that the LPD
mechanism may slightly increase the upstream user ser-
vice time of the uploading CM.

The asymmetry ratio of downstream TCP transfers for LPD
can be derived as

(11)

Compared with the original scheduling (i.e., simple FCFS),
LPD has smaller (i.e., compare in (1) with (11)) thanks to
smaller upstream user service time. A smaller will speed up
the dropping of the value of to one, when the system will
behave normally, i.e., in the symmetric network. This will in
turn shorten the round trip delay, and increase the downstream
throughout.

b) Round trip delay: With two-way transfers, the system
is mostly operated as in asymmetric networks. Equation (12)
shows the average round trip delay of sending a packet when

.

(12)

where is the buffer size of the CM, and

for downstream traffic

for upstream traffic.
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Substituting (9) and (10) into (12), we can derive the average
round trip delays of downstream TCP transfers and upstream
TCP transfers accordingly.

The last term of (12) dominates RTT. Hence, LPD has far
shorter round trip delay for the downstream TCP transfer as
compared to the original scheduling (i.e., simple FCFS) but
slightly longer round trip delay for the upstream TCP transfer.

3) Number of Deferment Steps: We now determine the
number of steps a packet should be deferred. Let be the data
grant size requested by a new request , and , the number
of steps request should be deferred before being granted.

is determined based on the following two considerations.
a) Balance the throughput between the downstream and

upstream transfers: In typical HFC networks, the downstream
channel capacity is far higher than the upstream one. In
DOCSIS, since “one-CM-one-data grant” is implemented,
the downloading CM has data throughput very close to the
uploading one. As a result, the downstream capacity may be
underutilized if the numbers of CMs in the two directions are
equal. To remedy this problem, we attempt to push the data
throughput of a downloading transfer to its limit but not de-
grading the uploading one. The first step is to distinguish from
whom the request is sent. If the request is from a downloading
CM, it must be for an ACK packet. On the other hand, if it is
from a uploading CM, it must be for a data packet. However,
due to packet encapsulation in the layer architecture (or with
encryption for security reasons), the CMTS (i.e., a layer-2
component) may not be able to access the payload type of a
TCP segment. As a result, it may not be able to tell if a request
is for a data packet or for an ACK packet. What the CMTS
knows is the number of minislots asked for allocation. Since an
ACK packet is small and fixed, can be used as a basic
unit to make further decisions.

The upper bound of should be , the
data grant ratio of the data packet to an ACK packet and ap-
proximately the packet ratio of . Should be set
to a larger value, the mechanism would penalize long packets,
i.e., the CMs sending long packets would have lower data rates.
If we set , the uploading TCP transfers
would have the same throughput as the downloading ones. Ac-
tually, if we set , the system would behave
like an IEEE 802.14 mechanism, which uses fixed ATM cells
as the data unit. In this case, the upstream user service times of
downloading and uploading CMs can be given as follows.

a) For downloading CMs:

(13)

b) For uploading CMs:

(14)
Comparing (13) with (14), is much larger than

because is usually about 10 to 20.
Note that the upstream user service times in both (13) and (14)
depend on the total number of simultaneous transfers, not the
number of uploading CMs as in (9) and (10). This implies that
using ATM-like transport, the number of uploading CMs does
not affect the performance of downloading CMs.

Fig. 4. Asymmetry ratio for two-way transfers.

b) Balance the round trip delay between downstream and
upstream transfers: The congestion window of the TCP sender
grows linearly at a rate of one per round trip time in the conges-
tion avoidance phase. With the “one-CM-one-datagrant” prin-
ciple in DOCSIS, a downstream TCP transfer fills up the down-
stream channel at the same rate as an upstream one. Due to the
asymmetric upstream and downstream channel capacities, the
bandwidth utilization on the downstream channel is very low.
Recall that the congestion window of the TCP sender grows at a
rate inversely proportional to its round trip delay. If we attempt
to make the ratio of the aggregate window growth rate equal to
the channel capacity ratio by tuning the value of , the optimal
performance will be obtained. Since the last term of (12) dom-
inates RTT, the relationship between the window growth ratio
and the capacity ratio may be approximated as follows.

(15)

By simplifying (15), we obtain
. Note that is equal to the

ratio of channel capacity times the ratio of the number of
uploading to downloading CMs. It has nothing to do with the
packet length.

Based on the discussion above, we can classify into three
cases, as follows.

a) If , , i.e., the capacity
ratio of downstream to upstream channels. Thus, the op-
timal depends only on the capacity ratio.

b) If , . This is reason-
able because when there are less CMs uploading, there
would be less TCP packets on the upstream channel to
throttle the downstream traffic. Thus, we can set lower
to avoid the overhead caused by too short MAP durations
but still maintain good downstream throughput.

c) If , . This is also
reasonable because when there are more CMs uploading,
there would be many TCP packets to fill up the up-
stream channel and throttle the downstream traffic. Thus,
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Fig. 5. Round trip delay for two-way transfers. (a) Downstream and (b) Upstream.

we should set higher to improve the downstream
throughput.

In reality, it is very hard to dynamically adjust the number
of deferment steps based on the ratio of downloading to
uploading CMs because this value often fluctuates greatly. The
CMTS cannot estimate the ratio accurately and effectively
from the information received from CMs. Thus, we could just
use as the number of deferment steps, where

.
From the previous discussion, is upper bounded by

and , where . Mean-
while, a TCP data packet is not of fixed size. Whenever a
request arrives at the CMTS, a deferment step is assigned
according to the number of minislots the request asks for.
In LPD, we design an efficient way to determine deferment
steps for requests by using multiple thresholds, say, thresh-
olds. The number of deferment groups (i.e., queues) is set to

, where . Each queue is
used to store requests in a certain range of data grant size. The
data grant size of an ACK packet (i.e., ) is chosen as the
basic unit. The deferment step for request is determined
as follows.

1) If , and is put to the
queue of group one.

2) If ,
, and is put to

the queue of group .
3) If , and is

put to the queue of group .

Usually, is not very large. Thus, this mechanism
should work very efficiently.

The LPD mechanism is generalized as follows. The CMTS
maintains deferment queues to delay requests with different
data grant sizes. Each time a request arrives at the CMTS, it will
be processed as follows. According to the data grant size re-
quested, the CMTS assigns a deferment step to the request and
puts it into the corresponding queue. When it comes time for the
next MAP, the CMTS allocates data grants to the requests with
enough deferment (i.e., the deferment steps have been decre-
mented to zero). This process starts from the shortest job queue
to the longest job queue until the MAP limitation is reached.
This gives shorter packets higher priority to send, allowing the
data rates of downloading and uploading CMs to be adjusted
accordingly.

4) Numerical Example and Discussion: Using the same net-
work configuration as in Section IV-A, we obtain the channel
capacity ratio of as 10, and the ratio of minislots used
for long to short packets, , 13.

We observe the asymmetry ratio and TCP round trip delay
of downloading CMs, varying the number of uploading CMs
and the number of deferment groups . From Figs. 4 and 5(a),
we learn that the asymmetry ratio stays below one longer when
LPD is used. (The curve with is for the original DOCSIS).
When is set to 10 or 13 (i.e., the upper bounds), the down-
stream reaches the best performance in terms of both the asym-
metry ratio and the average round trip delay. However, from
Fig. 5(b), we find that the round trip delays of upstream transfers
are rather high when is 10 or 13. Now we look at the curve
with , again, in Figs. 4 and 5. Both have slightly higher
asymmetry ratio and round trip delay for downstream trans-
fers, but have much better round trip delay for upstream trans-
fers, as compared to the two upper bounds. Thus, accounting
for all these considerations, is the best setting for either
direction of transfers, i.e., .

C. Adaptive Slot Allocation Mechanism

This section gives a detailed description of the proposed adap-
tive slot allocation mechanism comprised of the FRT and LPD
mechanisms. The mechanism classifies requests into defer-
ment groups, where . There are thresh-
olds: , and . The CMTS
maintains deferment queues to delay requests asking for dif-
ferent data grant sizes. Each time a request arrives at the
CMTS, it is processed as follows. According to the data grant
size requested, the CMTS assigns a deferment step to
and put it into the corresponding queue as described in Sec-
tion III-B3. When it comes time for the next MAP, the CMTS
allocates the data grants to the requests with enough deferment
(i.e., the ones with zero or one deferment step) and issues the
Data Pending IEs for those with more-than-one deferment step,
in the order of the shortest length queue to the longest queue
until the MAP limitation is reached. Then, the CMTS applies
the FRT mechanism to reserve some unicast minislots for the
CMs whose data grants are placed in the backend of the MAP.
Note that this only happens (i.e., FRT is applied) when all CMs
performs one-way transfers, because LPD enforces long packets
to be placed in the backend of each MAP.
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Fig. 6. Network topology used in the simulation.

Fig. 7. Aggregate throughput for one-way transfers.

Fig. 8. Downstream throughput.

IV. SIMULATION

This section presents the simulation results using ns2 to show
the performance improvement of the FRT mechanism over the
original DOCSIS control mechanism.

A. Simulation Environment

An HFC network has a tree and branch network topology.
Each branch is comprised of a upstream channel and a down-
stream channel. Since each branch works identically and inde-
pendently, we consider only one branch in the simulation. Fig. 6
shows the network model for our simulation.

The simulation parameters are described as follows. Data
rate: downstream channel: 26 970 350 bps, upstream channel:
2 560 000 bps. The propagation delay from the CMTS to
all cable modems is a fixed value of 0.5 ms (the maximum
tolerable latency in DOCSIS is 0.8 ms). The binary back-off
start is 4, the back-off end is 10 and the attempt limit is 16. One
upstream minislot is 50 (8 times 6.25 ). The contention
period in one MAP is fixed at 50 minislots. A MAP cannot
describe more than 2048 minislots or more than 240 IEs.
is set to 2 ms, i.e., four times one-way latency of HFC network.

Fig. 9. Upstream channel access delay.

Fig. 10. Average upstream buffer size.

Fig. 11. Percentage of piggybacked requests unallocated in the next MAP.

Each CM in our simulation model has only one SID. The
downstream buffer is set to 50 packets. The upstream buffer is
set to 20 packets. We use FIFO queuing discipline to manage
both CMTS and CM buffers. Each CM can have one TCP
transfer only. Two performance metrics are defined as follows.

1) TCP aggregate throughput: defined as the total TCP data
(bits/sec) received successfully by all the CMs. The traffic
of ACK packets is not taken into account.

2) Access delay: defined as the time between when a packet
is passed to the CM and when the first bit of the packet is
transmitted on the upstream channel.

B. Simulation Results

1) One-Way Transfers: This experiment evaluates the per-
formance of TCP bulk transfers for the original DOCSIS and
the FRT mechanism. We assume 200 active cable modems in
this network. Each TCP is of 1000 bytes, and each ACK packet
is of 40 bytes. We vary the number of simultaneous transfers
and observe the aggregate downstream TCP throughput, access
delay, and buffer size for both approaches.

Fig. 7 shows the aggregate downstream throughputs for
the original DOCSIS control and the FRT mechanism. The
aggregate throughput varies from 12 Mbps to 26 Mbps for
the original DOCSIS and from 19 Mbps to 26 Mbps for our
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Fig. 12. Aggregate throughput for two-way transfers. (a) Downstream and (b) upstream.

Fig. 13. Access delay. (a) Downstream and (b) upstream.

mechanism. Comparing Fig. 2 in Section III and Fig. 7 here, we
learn that the FRT mechanism reduces the asymmetry ratio and
upstream user service time to improve aggregate downstream
throughput. Fig. 7 also shows that our mechanism not only
has better throughput but is also more stable than the original
DOCSIS control mechanism. Fig. 8 shows the downstream
throughput of a single one-way TCP transfer as a function
of time. Our mechanism grows the TCP congestion window
faster, thanks to having shorter upstream user service time to
provide better downstream throughput.

Fig. 9 shows the average access delays on the upstream
channel experienced by the original DOCSIS and our mecha-
nism. Fig. 10 shows their respective average upstream buffer
sizes. When the number of simultaneous transfers is less
than five, both mechanisms suffer from serious bandwidth
asymmetry for TCP transfers. At this time, their access delays
become very large due to a full buffer at the CM. The access
delays increase slightly in this region as the number of simul-
taneous transfers increases, due to an increase in the average
size of a frame. Fig. 10 shows that both approaches have very
close average sizes in this region. But compared to their access
delays shown in Fig. 9, FRT obviously has an access delay
approximately 50% smaller, thanks to FRT increasing the
frequency of data slot allocation to CMs. Thus, FRT has better
downstream throughput (see Figs. 7 and 8).

When the number of simultaneous transfers varies from five
to 15, the access delays vary from 0.12 s to 0.02 s for the original
DOCSIS, while the access delays vary from 0.06 s to 0.02 s
for our mechanism. Since FRT makes the asymmetry ratio go
below one more quickly, it makes access delays drop to one
much faster. Both approaches behave similarly when there are
more than 15 simultaneous transfers in one branch. In this case,
both have asymmetry ratios less than or equal to one.

Fig. 11 shows the percentage of piggybacked requests not
allocated in the next MAPs. We see that very small percentage
of piggybacked requests remains unallocated in the next MAPs
for FRT, while is it high in the original DOCSIS mechanism.

2) Two-Way Transfers: This section presents the simulation
results using ns2 for the adaptive slot allocation mechanism (de-
noted as LPD in the figures), the 802.14-like mechanism (de-
noted as L2S in the figures), and the original DOCSIS control
mechanism.

Fig. 12 shows the aggregate throughputs of downstream
[Fig. 12(a)] and upstream transfers [Fig. 12(b)], varying the
number of uploading CMs from 1 to 30. The dotted lines are
for the original DOCSIS; the solid lines with squares and
circles are for LPD and L2S, respectively. Fig. 12(a) shows that
both LPD and L2S have about 80% improvement of aggregate
downstream bandwidth over the original DOCSIS when less
than one-third of CMs are transferring upstream. They have
slight performance degradation in the upstream direction as
shown in Fig. 12(b) (note that Fig. 12(a) and (b) have different
scales in throughput). LPD has better improvement than L2S.
Thus, the number of deferment groups does not need to be very
large. Overall, LPD has the best balance between downstream
and upstream bandwidth utilization when the proportion of
uploading CMs is between 1/3 and 5/6. Since typically CMs
perform downloads in HFC networks, it is rare for more than
5/6 of the CMs to be uploading. The region of interest is
when the proportion of uploading CMs is less than 5/6, when
performance improvement is observed.

Fig. 13 shows the access delays of downloading CMs
[Fig. 13(a)] and uploading CMs [Fig. 13(b)], for the three
mechanisms as a function of simultaneous uploading CMs. It
shows that of the three mechanisms, simple FCFS (i.e., the
original DOCSIS) has the largest access delay for downloading
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CMs, and the 802.14-like mechanism (i.e., L2S) has the largest
access delay for uploading CMs. The LPD mechanism renders
the access delays of downloading CMs much shorter, without
significantly increasing the access delays of uploading CMs.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an adaptive slot alloca-
tion mechanism comprised of FRT and LPD to improve the
performance of TCP over DOCSIS-based HFC networks.
FRT is designed to handle one-way transfers and LPD targets
two-ways transfers. We have also provided a mean analysis
of performance and conducted simulations using network
simulator ns-2 to compare the original control mechanism of
DOCSIS with our mechanism. The results show that the pro-
posed mechanism has better performance in terms of aggregate
downstream throughput, access delay, and buffer size.

This paper considers the impact of DOCSIS’s MAC control
mechanism on the performance of TCP only. In the future, we
will further investigate the impact of DOCSIS’s MAC layer op-
erations on QoS scheduling mechanisms for multimedia traffic
on HFC networks. We will then investigate how to integrate the
proposed adaptive slot allocation scheme and QoS scheduling
mechanisms to render HFC networks an efficient media delivery
network.
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